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Description and aims:
This upcoming conference sets to examine the cultural encounters between modern and
contemporary German and Israeli literature, with a specific focus on representation, reception and
translation. The conference is intended for senior and junior faculty, and will be preceded by a
one-day workshop, intended for postdoctoral and junior researchers. We also welcome GermanHebrew translators.
While the conference focuses on a relatively wide corpus, we find special interest in the period
following Germany’s reunification, in which hundreds of literary works have been translated from
Hebrew to German. This suggested time frame is based on the changes that Germany has
undergone after its reunification, both politically and culturally, following the “memory boom” in
German historiography – first in academic discourse and later in the general public sphere – which
had shaped Germany’s renewed national identity, and from a motivation to cope with the past
(“Vergangenheitsbewältigung”) rather than hiding or denying it. Germany’s reckoning with its
past affected, in turn, its cultural arena, and specifically its field of publishing, in which the number
of publications of Israeli literature began to increase dramatically following Germany’s
reunification and throughout the 1990’s, and reached an average of 27 titles per year by the end of
that decade, a rate maintained to date. This upsurge in Israeli-German translations could be viewed
as a prefiguration of the current restoration and flourishing of the close cultural and artistic links
between Germany and the Jewish/Israeli culture – a process that has materialized in the past
decade, and which Amir Eshel and Na’ama Rokem term “a productive horizon of creativity” in
Israeli literature.
Israeli society and culture have also undergone frequent and dramatic changes during this
time, with the dominant ideological shift following Prime Minister Rabin’s assassination in the
mid-1990’s and the outbreak of the second Intifada in 2000, which has subsequently impacted
Israeli literature. This literary shift is represented in form (from romantic or “escapist” short prose
to longer, more realist novels) and in changes in themes and attitudes. It has also affected the
traditional role of the Israeli author as prophet or critic. Moreover, already from the mid-1980’s

and throughout the 1990’s, Israeli literature underwent a process of pluralization, which introduced
more voices that transcend the long-dominating white, male and Ashkenazi Zionist narrative.
Equally noteworthy is the facilitation and support that literary exchanges between Germany
and Israel receive through institutional means, with instruments such as the “Deutsch-Hebräischer
Übersetzerpreis”, and forums like the “Deutsch-israelische Literaturtage” that aim at direct
encounters between contemporary writers from both countries as well as their readers. The
“Literaturtage” are co-organized by the Heinrich Böll Stiftung and the Goethe Institute, which
plays a major role when it comes to Hebrew translations of German literature which are published
in Israel today. A closer look at these contexts, reveals a continued interest in non-fiction writings
about the Second World War and the Holocaust, and German texts by Jewish writers and
intellectuals who lived in Europe in the interwar years and before the Second World War, and
contemporary German writing that cannot be considered as Jewish literature; it is particularly the
latter that ignites our inquiry on the extent to which young Jewish writers from Germany are
nevertheless read and discussed in Israel.
Taking into consideration these characteristics and developments in both societies, it is all the
more interesting to ask to what extent do the German and Israeli literary polysystems interrelate
through translation and critical discourse. Correspondingly, we find much interest in analyzing the
literary representation of the intricate relations between Germany and its Jews, and the evolution
of these relations after the establishment of the state of Israel and throughout the second half of
the 20th century, to this day.
Suggested topics:


A comparative examination of two cultures/literatures and the relations thereof.



Translatability and World Literature – what “remains” in the transformation from one language
and one culture to a different one?



A historical contextualization of the German-Israeli cross-cultural dialogue.



The diverse reception of Israeli literature in German language.



A critical analysis of cultural stereotypes through the theoretical framework of imagology.



An examination of reappearing themes in specific literary works – the Holocaust and its impact
on second- and third-generation Israelis and Germans; the Israeli-Palestinian conflict;
terrorism; militarism, etc.



The translation of national narratives into global language.



Canon and canon-formation.

The conference will be preceded by a one-day workshop, intended for postdoctoral and junior
researchers in the fields of literary studies, comparative literature, Jewish studies, Israel studies,
etc. This workshop will continue the productive discussions which have been initiated in our
previous workshop at MLU Halle-Wittenberg in July 2021. In the workshop, our aim is to develop
a forum for colleagues that will provide scholarly exchange and intellectual collaborations between
the participants. As such, we hope this workshop will become a part of a series of ongoing events.
Please note that if the Covid-19 restrictions will not allow a safe physical meeting, the workshop
will be held virtually.
Proposal submission:
We encourage applications from established and emerging scholars, as well as graduate students.
We look forward to short proposals (max. 250 words in English) and a bionote. For those who
wish to take part in our workshop on May 30th, please state your interest in your email.
Deadlines: Please send your proposal no later than 31 January, 2022, by email to:
jud.mueller@unibas.ch or tomke@post.bgu.ac.il. Your participation will be confirmed by the end
of February.
Accepted papers will be given the opportunity to be published in a special issue of a peer-reviewed
journal, following due procedures of submission and review.
Dr. Tom Kellner is a postdoc researcher at the department for Comparative Studies, MLU HalleWittenberg. Her research project examines German translations of contemporary Israeli prose
written in the years 1989-2019. Through a comparative perspective, the project engages with the
theoretical framework of world literature, postcolonial theory and the notion of translatability, and
offers a pioneering comprehensive examination of contemporary Israeli-German translations
through a historical perspective.
Judith Müller is teaching Hebrew and Jewish literature at the Centre for Jewish Studies at the
University of Basel. As a PhD candidate at the University of Basel and the Ben Gurion University
of the Negev she examines the perception of Europe in Hebrew literature (1890-1938) thereby
touching on questions of translation and cultural transfer. She has, moreover, worked on the
European realm and “culture” within Israeli literature, as well as the impact of the Germanspeaking environment on Aharon Appelfeld’s writing.
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